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Who Cut the Cheese? - Jo Nesbo 2012-01-03
“Large helpings of whimsy, humorous black-and-white illustrations, and
the occasional fart joke provide plenty of silliness” (Booklist) in the third
Doctor Proctor adventure from New York Times bestselling author Jo
Nesbø. Nilly, Lisa, and Doctor Proctor are too busy inventing things to
watch TV, and everyone says they’re missing out on the hot singing
competition. But then Nilly and Lisa notice that their friends and family
are acting really weird. And the only people acting weird…are the ones
watching TV. What’s going on is WAY bigger than a singing competition.
It could mean the end of the world. Or a silent but deadly could save
everything! Let ’er rip.
Macbeth - Jo Nesbo 2018-04-10
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2018 Shakespeare’s dark and
tragic play retold in a heart-pounding New York Times bestselling thriller
from the author of The Snowman and The Thirst. Set in the 1970s in a
run-down, rainy industrial town, Jo Nesbo's Macbeth centers around a
police force struggling to shed an incessant drug problem. Duncan, chief
of police, is idealistic and visionary, a dream to the townspeople but a
nightmare for criminals. The drug trade is ruled by two drug lords, one
of whom—a master of manipulation named Hecate—has connections with
the highest in power, and plans to use them to get his way. Hecate’s plot
hinges on steadily, insidiously manipulating Inspector Macbeth: the head
of SWAT and a man already susceptible to violent and paranoid
tendencies. What follows is an unputdownable story of love and guilt,
political ambition, and greed for more, exploring the darkest corners of
human nature, and the aspirations of the criminal mind.
The Girl Who Died - Ragnar Jonasson 2021-05-04
THE NAIL-BITING NEW STORY FROM THE MILLION COPY
BESTSELLING AUTHOR "Is this the best crime writer in the world
today? If you're looking for a mystery to get lost in during lockdown..."
—The Times, UK "A world-class crime writer...One of the most
astonishing plots of modern crime fiction" —Sunday Times, UK "It is
nothing less than a landmark in modern crime fiction." —The Times, UK
From Ragnar Jónasson, the award-winning author of the international
bestselling Ari Thór series, The Girl Who Died is a standalone thriller
about a young woman seeking a new start in a secluded village where a
small community is desperate to protect its secrets. Teacher Wanted At
the Edge of the World Una wants nothing more than to teach, but she
has been unable to secure steady employment in Reykjavík. Her savings
are depleted, her love life is nonexistent, and she cannot face another
winter staring at the four walls of her shabby apartment. Celebrating
Christmas and ringing in 1986 in the remote fishing hamlet of Skálar
seems like a small price to pay for a chance to earn some teaching
credentials and get her life back on track. But Skálar isn’t just one of
Iceland’s most isolated villages, it is home to just ten people. Una’s only
students are two girls aged seven and nine. Teaching them only occupies
so many hours in a day and the few adults she interacts with are civil but
distant. She only seems to connect with Thór, a man she shares an
attraction with but who is determined to keep her at arm’s length. As
darkness descends throughout the bleak winter, Una finds herself more
often than not in her rented attic space—the site of a local legendary
haunting—drinking her loneliness away. She is plagued by nightmares of
a little girl in a white dress singing a lullaby. And when a sudden tragedy
echoes an event long buried in Skálar’s past, the villagers become even
more guarded, leaving a suspicious Una seeking to uncover a shocking
truth that’s been kept secret for generations.
Scandinavian Noir - Wendy Lesser 2020-05-05
"Even those unmoved by its subject will thrill to [Scandinavian Noir], a
beautifully crafted inquiry into fiction, reality, crime and place . . .
Perhaps when it comes to fiction and reality, what we need most are
critics like Lesser, who can dissect the former with the tools of the
latter." --Kate Tuttle, The New York Times Book Review An in-depth and
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personal exploration of Scandinavian crime fiction as a way into
Scandinavian culture at large For nearly four decades, Wendy Lesser's
primary source of information about three Scandinavian
countries—Sweden, Norway, and Denmark—was mystery and crime
novels, and the murders committed and solved in their pages. Having
never visited the region, Lesser constructed a fictional Scandinavia of
her own making, something between a map, a portrait, and a cultural
history of a place that both exists and does not exist. Lesser’s
Scandinavia is disproportionately populated with police officers, but also
with the stuff of everyday life, the likes of which are relayed in great
detail in the novels she read: a fully realized world complete with its own
traditions, customs, and, of course, people. Over the course of many
years, Lesser’s fictional Scandinavia grew more and more solidly visible
to her, yet she never had a strong desire to visit the real countries that
corresponded to the made-up ones. Until, she writes, “between one day
and the next, that no longer seemed sufficient.” It was time to travel to
Scandinavia. With vivid storytelling and an astonishing command of the
literature, Wendy Lesser’s Scandinavian Noir: In Pursuit of a Mystery
illuminates the vast, peculiar world of Scandinavian noir—first as it
appears on the page, then as it grows in her mind, and finally, in the
summer of 2018, as it exists in reality. Guided by sharp criticism,
evocative travel writing, and a whimsical need to discover “the difference
between existence and imagination, reality and dream,” Scandinavian
Noir is a thrilling and inventive literary adventure from a masterful
writer and critic.
Blood on Snow - Jo Nesbo 2015-04-07
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Cockroaches, Olav
Johansen is a walking contradiction: a cold-blooded killer with a heart of
gold. This was not a problem—until he fell for his boss’s wife…. “Nesbø’s
much-heralded gifts are on display.” —The New York Times Book Review
Olav is a fixer for a high-profile crime kingpin in 1970s Oslo. He easily
takes care of anyone who causes trouble for his boss. But he is more
complicated than he seems. Olav's latest job puts him at the pinnacle of
his trade, but it may become his greatest mistake: It turns out that the
more you know about your boss's business, the more your boss might
want you fixed yourself—especially if you're falling for his wife.
The Blood Strand - Chris Ould 2016-02-16
Having left the Faroes as a child, Jan Reyna is now a British police
detective, and the islands are foreign to him. But he is drawn back when
his estranged father is found unconscious with a shotgun by his side and
someone else’s blood at the scene. Then a man’s body is washed up on an
isolated beach. Is Reyna’s father responsible? Looking for answers,
Reyna falls in with local detective Hjalti Hentze. But as the stakes get
higher and Reyna learns more about his family and the truth behind his
mother’s flight from the Faroes, he must decide whether to stay, or to
forsake the strange, windswept islands for good.
The Son - Jo Nesbo 2014-05-13
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the author of the bestselling
Harry Hole series comes an electrifying tale of vengeance set amid Oslo's
brutal hierarchy of corruption. “The crime author of the moment.”—The
New York Times Book Review Sonny Lofthus has been in prison for
almost half his life: serving time for crimes he didn't commit. In
exchange, he gets an uninterrupted supply of heroin—and a stream of
fellow prisoners seeking out his Buddha-like absolution. Years earlier
Sonny’s father, a corrupt cop, took his own life rather than face
exposure. Now Sonny is the center of a vortex of corruption: prison staff,
police, lawyers, a desperate priest—all of them focused on keeping him
stoned and jailed. When Sonny discovers a shocking truth about his
father’s suicide, he makes a brilliant escape and begins hunting down the
people responsible for his and his father’s demise. But he's also being
hunted, and by enemies too many to count. Two questions remain: who
will get to him first, and what will he do when he’s cornered?
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surprising, Nemesis is the new thriller by one of the biggest stars of
Scandinavian crime fiction.
Death of a Bookseller - Bernard J. Farmer 1956

Fatal Intent - Tammy Euliano 2021-03-02
End-of-life care—or assisted death When her elderly patients start dying
at home days after minor surgery, anesthesiologist Dr. Kate Downey
wants to know why. The surgeon, not so much. "Old people die, that's
what they do," is his response. When Kate presses, surgeon Charles
Ricken places the blame squarely on her shoulders. Kate is currently on
probation, and the chief of staff sides with the surgeon, leaving Kate to
prove her innocence and save her own career. With her husband in a
prolonged coma, it's all she has left. Aided by her eccentric Great Aunt
Irm, a precocious medical student, and the lawyer son of a victim, Kate
launches her own unorthodox investigation of these unexpected deaths.
As she comes closer to exposing the culprit's identity, she faces
professional intimidation, threats to her life, a home invasion, and,
tragically, the suspicious death of someone close to her. The stakes
escalate to the breaking point when Kate, under violent duress, is forced
to choose which of her loved ones to save—and which must be sacrificed.
Perfect for fans of Kathy Reichs and Tess Gerritsen
Police - Jo Nesbø 2014
The police urgently need Harry Hole A killer is stalking Oslo's streets.
Police officers are being slain at the scenes of crimes they once
investigated, but failed to solve. The murders are brutal, the media
reaction hysterical. But this time, Harry can't help anyone For years,
detective Harry Hole has been at the centre of every major criminal
investigation in Oslo. His dedication to his job and his brilliant insights
have saved the lives of countless people. But now, with those he loves
most facing terrible danger, Harry can't protect anyone. Least of all
himself.
The Bat - Jo Nesbo 2023-02-28
The first book in the remarkable, bestselling Harry Hole series from Jo
Nesbo. "A stunning opening to the series." —Sunday Times "Jo Nesbo is
my favorite thriller writer." —Michael Connelly Oslo detective Harry
Hole is sent to Sydney, Australia, to assist the local police in their
investigation of the brutal rape and murder of Inger Holter, a young,
blonde Norwegian woman who was working in a restaurant. Initially
sidelined as an outsider, Harry becomes central to the investigation
when the police realize that Inger may be only the latest victim in a
number of unsolved rape and murder cases around the country. Inger
had a number of admirers, each with his own share of secrets, but there
is no obvious suspect and the pattern of the other crimes seems
impossible to crack. Then a circus performer is brutally murdered,
followed by yet another young woman. And Harry is in a race against
time to stop a highly intelligent killer who is bent on total destruction.
Doctor Proctor's Fart Powder: Time-Travel Bath Bomb - Jo Nesbo
2012-01-19
The Fart Powder was such a successful invention that Doctor Proctor
couldn't stop there. Next up: a Time-travel Bath Bomb. Throw the Bath
Bomb in the tub, lather up and imagine where you'd like to visit. The
battle of Waterloo? No problem. The French Revolution? Let's go! Doctor
Proctor has plans for this new invention. Years ago he lost his true love,
Juliette Margarine, and now he wants to change the past and win her
back. But when his plan goes awry, it's up to Nilly and LIsa to travel in
time and save the day.
The Bat - Jo Nesbo 2013-07-02
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • In the electrifying first installment of
the Inspector Harry Hole series, Harry Hole of the Oslo Crime Squad is
dispatched to Sydney to observe a murder case. As he circles closer to
the killer, Harry begins to fear that no one is safe, least of all those
investigating the murder. The victim is a twenty-three year old
Norwegian woman who is a minor celebrity back home. Harry is free to
offer assistance, but he has firm instructions to stay out of trouble. Never
one to sit on the sidelines, Harry befriends one of the lead detectives,
and one of the witnesses, as he is drawn deeper into the case. Together,
they discover that this is only the latest in a string of unsolved murders,
and the pattern points toward a psychopath working his way across the
country.
Nemesis - Jo Nesbo 2010-12-17
Grainy CCTV footage shows a man walking into a bank and putting a gun
to a cashier's head. He tells her to count to twenty-five. When he doesn't
get his money in time, she is executed. Detective Harry Hole is assigned
to the case. While Harry's girlfriend is away in Russia, an old flame gets
in touch. He goes to dinner at her house and wakes up at home with no
memory of the past twelve hours. The same morning the girl is found
shot dead in her bed. Harry begins to receive threatening e-mails. Is
someone trying to frame him for this unexplained death? Meanwhile the
bank robberies continue with unparalleled savagery. Gripping and
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The Adventurers and the Cursed Castle - Jemma Hatt 2019-01-29
The Adventurers and The Cursed Castle is the first book in The
Adventurers Series: exciting adventure stories for children aged 8-12. A
mysterious curse has stricken Kexley Castle for generations ever since
Egyptian treasure was transported to Cornwall by a 19th Century
explorer. Can four young adventurers reveal the secrets that have been
hidden for over a hundred years? Join Lara, Rufus, Tom and Barney in
their first exciting adventure together as they unravel the mystery and
race to find Captain Jack Kexley’s hiding place. To succeed, they must
discover and solve a series of clues left by their ancestor, ahead of two
unwelcome visitors from the British Museum who are determined to get
there first!
The Snowman - Jo Nesbø 2010
The night the first snow falls a young boy wakes to find his mother gone.
He walks through the silent house, but finds only wet footprints on the
stairs. In the garden looms a solitary figure: a snowman bathed in cold
moonlight, its black eyes glaring up at the bedroom windows. Round its
neck is his mother's pink scarf.
Confess to Me - Sharon Doering 2021-06-15
A wickedly gripping thriller about family secrets, infatuation and the lies
we bury to protect ourselves from the author of She Lies Close.
"Somewhere between Ozark and Sharp Objects, there is Sharon
Doering’s Confess to Me… you won’t put this one down” – Samantha
Downing "Wow! Doering delivers spellbinding plot twists… I loved every
moment spent with this story!" – Wendy Walker “A truly menacing tale
delivered one elegant twist at a time. You don't devour this book – it
devours you." – P. J. Vernon Heather Hornne is going home. Haunted by
a childhood tragedy and estranged from her family, Heather finds herself
back in Hunther, Wisconsin after twenty years running from it. She
returns to finally put the past to rest, but uncovers another tragedy and
finds herself in the beguiling grip of a young woman who knows more of
her family secrets than Heather does. To survive this homecoming,
Heather must piece together a toxic history that she long tried to forget.
Headhunters - Jo Nesbo 2011-09-06
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • A funny, dark, and twisted caper
worthy of Quentin Tarantino and the Coen brothers—about an aspiring
art thief and the target who’s about to destroy his life. “If you don’t know
Nesbø, it’s time to get with it.” —USA Today Roger Brown is a corporate
headhunter, and he’s a master of his profession. But one career simply
can’t support his luxurious lifestyle and his wife’s fledgling art gallery. At
an art opening one night he meets Clas Greve, who is not only the
perfect candidate for a major CEO job, but also, perhaps, the answer to
his financial woes: Greve just so happens to mention that he owns a
priceless Peter Paul Rubens painting that’s been lost since World War
II—and Roger Brown just so happens to dabble in art theft. But when he
breaks into Greve’s apartment, he finds more than just the painting. And
Clas Greve may turn out to be the worst thing that’s ever happened to
Roger Brown.
Police - Jo Nesbo 2013-10-15
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • In this “invigorating must-read”
installment (Newsweek) of the New York Times bestselling series,
Inspector Harry Hole investigates a serial killer targeting Oslo’s police
officers. For years, detective Harry Hole has been at the center of every
major criminal investigation in Oslo. His brilliant insights and dedication
to his job have saved countless lives over the years. But as the killer
grows increasingly bold and the media reaction increasingly hysterical,
the detective is nowhere to be found. This time, when those he loves and
values most are facing terrible danger, Harry is in no position to protect
anyone—least of all himself.
The Bat. 20th Anniversary Edition - Jo Nesbo 2017-01-12
20th anniversary edition of the first book in the internationally
bestselling Harry Hole series Includes the opening of the brand new
Harry Hole thriller, The Thirst, and an exclusive new introduction by Jo
Nesbo HARRY IS OUT OF HIS DEPTH Detective Harry Hole is meant to
keep out of trouble. A young Norwegian girl taking a gap year in Sydney
has been murdered, and Harry has been sent to Australia to assist in any
way he can. HE'S NOT SUPPOSED TO GET TOO INVOLVED... When the
team unearths a string of unsolved murders and disappearances, nothing
will stop Harry from finding out the truth. The hunt for a serial killer is
on, but the murderer will talk only to Harry. ...BUT HE MIGHT JUST BE
THE NEXT VICTIM
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The Devil's Star - Jo Nesbo 2010-03-09
Oslo is sweltering in the summer heat when a young woman is murdered
in her flat. One finger has been cut off and a tiny red diamond in the
shape of a pentagram—a five-pointed star—is found under her eyelid.
Detective Harry Hole is assigned the case with Tom Waaler, a colleague
he neither likes nor trusts. He believes Tom is behind a gang of arms
smugglers—and the murder of his partner. But Harry, an off-the-rails
alcoholic, is barely holding on to his job and has little choice but to play
nice. Five days later, another woman is reported missing. When her
severed finger is found adorned with a star-shaped red diamond ring,
Harry fears a serial killer is on the loose. Determined to find the killer
and expose the crooked Tom Waaler, Harry discovers the two
investigations melding in unexpected ways. But pursuing the truth comes
at a price, and soon Harry finds himself on the run and forced to make
difficult decisions about a future he may not live to see. One of the
brightest stars of Scandinavian crime writing, Jo NesbØ has been
compared to Ian Rankin, Michael Connelly, and Henning Mankell. His
novels are bestsellers throughout Europe, acclaimed by critics and
revered by aficionados of thrillers and mysteries. Brilliantly plotted and
paced, The Devil's Star shows NesbØ at his absolute best, combining
powerful emotional resonance with truly stunning suspense.
The Kingdom - Jo Nesbo 2021-04-29
Jo Nesbo, author of the number one bestselling Harry Hole series, is
back with a tense and atmospheric thriller about two brothers bound
together by dark secrets. When Roy and Carl's parents die suddenly,
sixteen-year-old Roy is left as protector to his impulsive younger brother.
But when Carl decides to travel the world in search of his fortune, Roy
stays behind in their sleepy village, satisfied with his peaceful life as a
mechanic. Some years later, Carl returns with his charismatic new wife,
Shannon - an architect. They are full of exciting plans to build a spa hotel
on their family land. Carl wants not only to make the brothers rich but
the rest of the village, too. It's only a matter of time before what begins
as a jubilant homecoming sparks off a series of events that threaten to
derail everything Roy holds dear, as long-buried family secrets begin to
rise to the surface... The Kingdom is a simmering and complex thriller
full of unexpected twists, devastating family legacies and an ever
growing body count. *JO NESBO HAS SOLD OVER 45 MILLION BOOKS
WORLDWIDE*
Blind Goddess - Anne Holt 2012-06-05
The first book in Edgar-nominated Anne Holt’s international bestselling
mystery series featuring detective Hanne Wilhelmsen, last seen in 1222.
A small-time drug dealer is found battered to death on the outskirts of
the Norwegian capital, Oslo. A young Dutchman, walking aimlessly in
central Oslo covered in blood, is taken into custody but refuses to talk.
When he is informed that the woman who discovered the body, Karen
Borg, is a lawyer, he demands her as his defender, although her specialty
is civil, not criminal, law. A couple of days later another lawyer is found
shot to death. Soon police officers Håkon Sand and Hanne Wilhelmsen
establish a link between the two killings. They also find a coded message
hidden in the murdered lawyer’s apartment. Their maverick colleague in
the drugs squad, Billy T., reports that a recent rumor in the drug
underworld involves drug-dealing lawyers. Now the reason why the
young Dutchman insisted on having Karen Borg as a defender slowly
dawns on them: since she was the one to find and report the body, she is
the only Oslo lawyer that cannot be implicated in the crime. As the
officers investigate, they uncover a massive network of corruption
leading to the highest levels of government. As their lives are threatened,
Hanne and her colleagues must find the killer and, in the process, bring
the lies and deception out into the open.
The Thirst - Jo Nesbo 2017-05-09
#1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • In this electrifying thriller from the
author of Police and The Snowman, Inspector Harry Hole hunts down a
serial murderer who targets his victims—on Tinder. The murder victim, a
self-declared Tinder addict. The one solid clue—fragments of rust and
paint in her wounds—leaves the investigating team baffled. Two days
later, there’s a second murder: a woman of the same age, a Tinder user,
an eerily similar scene. The chief of police knows there’s only one man
for this case. But Harry Hole is no longer with the force. He promised the
woman he loves, and he promised himself, that he’d never go back: not
after his last case, which put the people closest to him in grave danger.
But there’s something about these murders that catches his attention,
something in the details that the investigators have missed. For Harry,
it’s like hearing “the voice of a man he was trying not to remember.”
Now, despite his promises, despite everything he risks, Harry throws
himself back into the hunt for a figure who haunts him, the monster who
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got away.
Tarot for Change - Jessica Dore 2021-10-26
“An instant classic, a must-have for every tarot enthusiast, and a
manifesto for insightful living.” —Chani Nicholas, astrologer and author
of You Were Born for This “Generous, practical, and gently radical.”
—New York Times Though tarot is often thought of as a tool for
divination and fortune-telling, it also has deep roots in spirituality and
psychology. For those who know how to see and listen, the cards hold the
potential to help us better navigate the full spectrum of the human
experience. In Tarot for Change, Jessica Dore divulges years of hard-won
secrets about how to work with tarot to better understand ourselves and
live in alignment with what’s precious. Dore shows readers how to
choose a deck, interpret images, and build a relationship with the cards,
while also demonstrating how the mythic imagery of tarot supports
modern therapeutic concepts like mindfulness, acceptance, and
compassion. Her reflections on each of the seventy-eight cards are a
vibrant tapestry that weaves together ideas from psychology, behavioral
science, spirituality, and old stories, breathing new language into ancient
wisdoms about what it means to be human. This is as much a book for
those who are new to tarot as it is for those who have worked with the
cards for years. And it's a book for anyone interested in exploring what it
means to experience joy, heartbreak, wonder, stagnation, grief,
loneliness, love. A book of secrets, symbols, and stories, Tarot for Change
is a charm for remembering that our problems are not new, we are never
alone, and whether we know it or not, we are always in a process of
change.
The Leopard - Jo Nesbo 2011-12-13
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • “Meaty, gripping, full of tantalizing
twists” (Associated Press), this installment of the international
bestselling series brings Inspector Harry Hole back from Hong Kong hot
on the trail of a serial killer. Inspector Harry Hole has retreated to Hong
Kong, escaping the trauma of his last case in squalid opium dens, when
two young women are found dead in Oslo, both drowned in their own
blood. Media coverage quickly reaches a fever pitch. There are no clues,
the police investigation is stalled, and Harry—the one man who might be
able to help—can’t be found. After he returns to Oslo, the killer strikes
again, Harry’s instincts take over, and nothing can keep him from the
investigation, though there is little to go on. Worse, he will soon come to
understand that he is dealing with a psychopath who will put him to the
test, both professionally and personally, as never before.
Two Nights - Kathy Reichs 2017-07-11
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A standalone thriller featuring a
“tough-talking, scarred heroine”* from the author of the Temperance
Brennan series, the basis for the hit TV show Bones. Meet Sunday Night,
a woman with physical and psychological scars, and a killer instinct. . . .
Sunnie has spent years running from her past, burying secrets and
building a life in which she needs no one and feels nothing. But a girl has
gone missing, lost in the chaos of a bomb explosion, and the family needs
Sunnie’s help. Is the girl dead? Did someone take her? If she is out there,
why doesn’t she want to be found? It’s time for Sunnie to face her own
demons—because they just might lead her to the truth about what really
happened all those years ago. *Publishers Weekly Praise for Two Nights
“Reichs’ newest heroine, the polar opposite of cerebral Temperance
Brennan, is fueled by a well-nigh uncontrollable rage in her thrilling,
violent search for a missing girl so much like herself.”—Kirkus Reviews
“Brennan fans should appreciate Sunday [Night] . . . the star of this fastpaced series launch from bestseller Reichs. [The finale] seems designed
for the big screen.”—Publishers Weekly “The writing is crisp and vivid. . .
. The story is cleverly plotted. . . . Reichs’ legion of fans should be
encouraged to check out this one.”—Booklist Praise for Kathy Reichs “I
love Kathy Reichs—always scary, always suspenseful, and I always learn
something.”—Lee Child “Kathy Reichs continues to be one of the most
distinctive and talented writers in the genre. Her legion of readers
worldwide will agree with me when I declare that the more books she
writes, the more enthusiastic fans she’ll garner.”—Sandra Brown
“Nobody does forensics thrillers like Kathy Reichs. She’s the real
deal.”—David Baldacci “Kathy Reichs writes smart—no, make that
brilliant—mysteries.”—James Patterson “Reichs, a forensic
anthropologist, makes her crime novels intriguingly
realistic.”—Entertainment Weekly
The Redeemer - Jo Nesbo 2013-05-21
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • Inspector Harry Hole pursues an
assassin bent on revenge in this “fast-and-furious” installment (The New
York Times Book Review) of the bestselling series. Shots ring out at a
Salvation Army Christmas concert in Oslo, leaving one of the singers
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dead in the street. The trail will lead Harry Hole, Oslo’s best investigator
and worst civil servant, deep into the darkest corners of the city and,
eventually, to Croatia. An assassin forged in the war-torn region has been
brought to Oslo to settle an old debt. As the police circle in, the killer
becomes increasingly desperate and the danger mounts for Harry and his
colleagues.
The Thirst - Jo Nesbø 2017-12-14
HARRY HOLE IS BACK! The blistering Sunday Times number one
bestseller! 36 MILLION BOOKS SOLD WORLDWIDE THERE'S A NEW
KILLER ON THE STREETS A woman is found murdered after an internet
date. The marks left on her body show the police that they are dealing
with a particularly vicious killer. AND HE'S OUT FOR BLOOD Under
pressure from the media to solve the crime, the force know there's only
one man for the job. But Harry Hole is reluctant to return to the place
that almost took everything from him. Until he starts to suspect a
connection between this killing and his one failed case... 'The king of all
crime writers' Sunday Express 'Fast-moving... Stunning' Sunday Times
Cockroaches - Jo Nesbo 2014-02-11
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this installment of the New
York Times bestselling series, Jo Nesbo sends Inspector Harry Hole to
Thailand to investigate the murder of an ambassador. "Nesbø never lets
a page go by without making characters and situations vivid."—Houston
Chronicle “I can’t think of anyone who makes my skin crawl like
Nesbo."—The New York Times Book Review When the Norwegian
ambassador to Thailand is found dead in a Bangkok brothel, Inspector
Harry Hole is dispatched from Oslo to help hush up the case. But once he
arrives Harry discovers that this case is about much more than one
random murder. There is something else, something more pervasive,
scrabbling around behind the scenes. Or, put another way, for every
cockroach you see in your hotel room, there are hundreds behind the
walls. Surrounded by round-the-clock traffic noise, Harry wanders the
streets of Bangkok lined with go-go bars, temples, opium dens, and
tourist traps, trying to piece together the story of the ambassador’s
death even though no one asked him to, and no one wants him to—not
even Harry himself.
The Fall of Arthur - John Ronald Reuel Tolkien 2013
The beloved author of the high fantasy works The Hobbit and The Lord of
the Rings delves into the legend of King Arthur in an epic, but
unfinished, poem written in Old English alliterative meter.
The Bat - Jo Nesbo 2013-06-04
The electrifying first appearance of Jo Nesbo’s detective, Harry Hole.
Inspector Harry Hole of the Oslo Crime Squad is dispatched to Sydney to
observe a murder case. Harry is free to offer assistance, but he has firm
instructions to stay out of trouble. The victim is a twenty-three year old
Norwegian woman who is a minor celebrity back home. Never one to sit
on the sidelines, Harry befriends one of the lead detectives, and one of
the witnesses, as he is drawn deeper into the case. Together, they
discover that this is only the latest in a string of unsolved murders, and
the pattern points toward a psychopath working his way across the
country. As they circle closer and closer to the killer, Harry begins to
fear that no one is safe, least of all those investigating the case. The Bat
was awarded with the most prestigious crime writing award in Norway,
The Riverton Prize (Rivertonprisen) for Best Norwegian Crime Novel of
the Year, as well as the premier crime writing award in Scandinavia, The
Glass Key (Glasnyckeln) for Best Nordic Crime Novel of the Year.
The Jealousy Man - Jo Nesbo 2022-08-04
**THE NO.1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR** Murder.
Assassination. Revenge. Discover the first short story collection from the
King of Scandi Crime. Meet a detective on the trail of a man suspected of
murdering his twin; a hired assassin facing his greatest adversary; and
two passengers meeting by chance on a plane, spelling romance or
something far more sinister. In his first ever collection of short stories,
this master of crime delivers a gripping, edge-of-your seat read that you
won't be able to put down. *JO NESBO HAS SOLD OVER 50 MILLION
BOOKS WORLDWIDE* PRAISE FOR JO NESBO: 'A storyteller with few
equals' Daily Express 'The king of Scandicrime' Financial Times
'Deliciously dark' Heat 'Nightmare-inducing and terrific' The Times
READERS LOVE JO NESBO: ***** 'Intriguing, mysterious, full of
suspense' Netgalley reader ***** 'To say I couldn't put it down is an
understatement...' Netgalley reader ***** 'A great read with plenty of
twists and surprises' Netgalley read
I Know a Secret - Tess Gerritsen 2018-04-16
'Expect a white-knuckle ride to very dark places.' Paula Hawkins When a
young woman is found dead, Detective Jane Rizzoli and Forensic
Pathologist Maura Isles are called to the scene of the murder. Though
the-bat-harry-hole-1
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the body bears startling wounds, the actual cause of death is not
immediately clear. A few days later, another body is discovered - a
seemingly unrelated crime, but the lack of an obvious cause of death
shows they have more in common than it would first appear. As Rizzoli
and Isles race to discover the link between the victims before the killer
can strike again, a mysterious person watches from the sidelines. She
has the answers they're looking for. But she knows she has to stay quiet,
if she wants to stay alive . . . 'A fast-paced, dark, edgy mystery/thriller
filled with unremitting suspense.' Huffington Post
Knife - Jo Nesbo 2019-07-09
Brilliant, audaciously rogue police officer, Harry Hole from The
Snowman and The Thirst, is back and in the throes of a new,
unanticipated rage--once again hunting the murderer who has haunted
his entire career. Harry Hole is not in a good place. Rakel--the only
woman he's ever loved--has ended it with him, permanently. He's been
given a chance for a new start with the Oslo Police but it's in the cold
case office, when what he really wants is to be investigating cases he
suspects have ties to Svein Finne, the serial rapist and murderer who
Harry helped put behind bars. And now, Finne is free after a decade-plus
in prison--free, and Harry is certain, unreformed and ready to take up
where he left off. But things will get worse. When Harry wakes up the
morning after a blackout, drunken night with blood that's clearly not his
own on his hands, it's only the very beginning of what will be a waking
nightmare the likes of which even he could never have imagined.
The Son - Jo Nesbo 2014-04-10
'Nesbo deserves to be crowned the king of all crime thriller writers'
Sunday Express SONNY'S ON THE RUN Sonny is a model prisoner. He
listens to the confessions of other inmates, and absolves them of their
sins. HE'S BEEN LIED TO HIS WHOLE LIFE But then one prisoner's
confession changes everything. He knows something about Sonny's
disgraced father. SONNY WANTS REVENGE He needs to break out of
prison and make those responsible pay for their crimes. WHATEVER THE
COST *JO NESBO HAS SOLD 50 MILLION BOOKS SOLD WORLDWIDE*
*Watch out for The Kingdom, the new Jo Nesbo thriller, out now*
Harry Hole Mysteries 3-Book Bundle - Jo Nesbo 2012-11-19
With more than seven million copies sold worldwide, and translated into
over forty languages, Jo Nesbo’s Harry Hole series is an international
phenomenon. Detective Harry Hole is a genuine anti-hero: a handsome
loner, an alcoholic and workaholic who is tormented in his personal life
even as he is revered by his colleagues for his unwavering sense of
justice and proven police instincts. Harry’s self-governing, antiauthoritarian style has driven his superior officer at the crime squad in
Oslo to call him “the best investigator in the department and the worst
public servant.” First-class thrillers with high voltage suspense and
complex plotting, The Snowman, The Leopard and Phantom are
fascinating journeys into the world of this singular character and the
dark criminal minds he pursues to the very limits of his sanity, in Oslo
and beyond. “Jo Nesbo is my favorite thriller writer and Harry Hole my
new hero.” —Michael Connelly “Exuberantly, ingeniously gruesome.”
—The Telegraph
Phantom - Jo Nesbo 2012-10-02
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • An “addictive page-turner” (Los
Angeles Times)—Inspector Harry Hole attempts to exonerate his wouldbe son Oleg in this installment of the New York Times bestselling series.
When Harry Hole moved to Hong Kong, he thought he was escaping the
traumas of his life in Oslo and his career as a detective for good. But
now, the unthinkable has happened—Oleg, the boy he helped raise, has
been arrested for killing a man. Harry can't believe that Oleg is a
murderer, so he returns to hunt down the real killer. Although he's off
the police force, he still has a case to solve that will send him into the
depths of the city’s drug culture, where a shockingly deadly new street
drug is gaining popularity. This most personal of investigations will force
Harry to confront his past and the wrenching truth about Oleg and
himself.
The Bat - Jo Nesbo 2013
Detective Harry Hole is meant to keep out of trouble. A young Norwegian
girl taking a gap year in Sydney has been murdered, and Harry has been
sent to Australia to assist in any way he can. When the team unearths a
string of unsolved murders and disappearances, nothing will stop Harry
from finding out the truth.
The Redbreast - Jo Nesbo 2012-01-03
“An elegant and complex thriller….Harrowingly beautiful.” —New York
Times Book Review “A hugely impressive achievement—ambitious in
scope, and skilled in execution.” —Los Angeles Times “The Redbreast
certainly ranks with the best of current American crime fiction.”
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—Washington Post Jo Nesbø, the New York Times bestselling author of
The Snowman, has solidified his spot as one of the most exciting
Scandinavian thriller writer in the crime fiction business. The Redbreast
is a fabulous installment in Nesbø’s tough-as-nails series protagonist,
Oslo police detective Harry Hole. Detective Harry Hole embarrassed the
force, and for his sins he's been reassigned to mundane surveillance
tasks. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is
inadvertently drawn into a mystery with deep roots in Norway's dark
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past—when members of the nation's government willingly collaborated
with Nazi Germany. More than sixty years later, this black mark won't
wash away, and disgraced old soldiers who once survived a brutal
Russian winter are being murdered, one by one. Now, with only a stained
and guilty conscience to guide him, an angry, alcoholic, error-prone
policeman must make his way safely past the traps and mirrors of a
twisted criminal mind. For a hideous conspiracy is rapidly taking shape
around Hole—and Norway's darkest hour may still be to come.
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